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Adversarial training

adversarial examples generated via 

multi-step method

used for training



Puzzling oberservations

There exists a trade-off between 

adversarial robustness and accuracy 



Puzzling oberservations

Adversarial training exacerbate 

overfitting (the error gap is enlarged) ?



Puzzling oberservations

Or an effective regularization (loss gap is 

reduced) ?



We study why effective regularization of 
adversarial robustness leads to poorer 
performance.



Key results

• Establish a generalization bound that characterizes the generalization 
errors through the margin, adversarial robustness radius and 
singular values of weight matrices of neural networks.

• Empirical results:

• For NNs with high adversarial robustness, the singular values of weight 
matrices has low variance.

• The reduced variance of singular values of weight matrices results in 
concentration of examples around decision boundaries.

• The concentration of examples around decision boundaries smoothens
sudden changes induced by perturbations, but also increases 
indecisive misclassifications.



The generalization bound
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smallest singular values of 

neural networks’ weight matrices

smallest instance-space 

margin, depends on the 

adversarial robustness radius

last layers’ weight matrix

smallest margin on feature space:

(an example of margin :𝑓𝑦 𝑥 − max
i≠𝑦

𝑓𝑖 𝑥 ）

The generalization bound



Reduced variance of singular values
(a) Results from CIFAR10

Take away message: stronger adversarial robustness reduces variance of singular values; 

and the receded variance results in reduced variance of the norms of the activation outputs.
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(a) Results from CIFAR10

Concentration of margin 

Take away message: reduced variance of the norms of the activation outputs results in 

concentration of examples; and the concentration results in diffident output of model.
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(a) Results from CIFAR10 test set

Concentration of margin 

Take away message: the concentration also results in reduced loss/GE gap.

(b) Results from CIFAR10 training set



(a) Results from CIFAR10

The overall effect

Take away message: the sample concentration around decision boundaries smoothens 

sudden changes induced perturbations, but also increases indecisive misclassification 



Take away message

Adversarial training indeed regularizes NNs, however, it 

does so by hurting the capacity of the NN hypothesis space.



Future works

• Study the possible hypothesis: The concentration phenomena in NNs 
induced by AR suggests that to reduce the effects of adversarial noise, 
a NN might sacrifice its ability to distinguish inter-class difference.
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